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The puzzle
increased US-Asia trade benefits dock workers
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The puzzle
for decades ILWU consistently opposes US trade liberalization

I “The free traders promote economic injustice, social injustice
and environmental insanity.” (McWilliams, 1999 ILWU
President at WTO protests)

I “The KORUS FTA will cost jobs, lower environmental, labor,
food and product quality standards, and empower
corporations from the United States and South Korea to
challenge public interests in both countries.” (Robert
McEllrath, 2010 ILWU president)
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Argument

I Organizational culture (Kreps 1990, Miller 1992, Ahlquist &
Levi 2011): explicitly stated principles about how leaders will
deploy resources when unforeseen contingencies arise, even if
not in short-term self-interest.

I Union’s stance a costly demonstration of its organizational
culture to both members and employers.

I Extended exposure to an organization that repeatedly
demands active decisions of the members implies a
crystallization and, possibly, a shift in members’ opinions.

I The political support for trade depends not just on voters’
structural positions in the economy but also on the
organizations in which they are embedded.
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ILWU’s organizational culture
“An injury to one is an injury to all”

I Leadership commitment to political causes

I 10 Guiding Principles

I Rank-and-file democratic governance arrangements

I Winning industrial actions

“When we say we demand fair trade policies we mean we demand
a world in which trade brings dignity and fair treatment to all
workers, with its benefits shared fairly and equally . . . ” (Brian
McWilliams, former International president)
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Data and Methods

I Original survey of ILWU members of varying seniority and
non-members obtained through RDD sampling

I 675 ILWU members and 604 non-members

I Impute missing data (results not sensitive to imputation)

I Use genetic matching preprocessing to maximize a balance on
observables (age, sex, race, education, geographic area, survey
year)

I Analyze two questions relating to trade:
I “Some people have suggested placing new limits on foreign

imports in order to protect American jobs. Others say that
such limits would raise consumer prices and hurt American
exports. Do you favor or oppose placing new limits on imports,
or havent you thought much about this?” (ANES)

I “How much confidence do you have in NAFTA: is it a great
deal of confidence, quite a lot of confidence, not very much
confidence or none at all?” (WVS)
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Results - attitudes toward import restrictions
Distribution of survey responses

MNL results

I ILWU members (all ranks) less likely to oppose restrictions
(significant)

I Class-A members more likely to have an opinion. (significant)

I Class-A members more likely to favor restricting imports
(significant)
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Interpreting Results - attitudes toward import restrictions
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Interpreting Results - attitudes toward import restrictions
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Results - attitudes toward NAFTA
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Ordered probit results - attitudes toward NAFTA
A & B members significantly less confident in NAFTA. Effect increases with tenure

Predicted first difference between ILWU and RDD respondent

Predicted first difference between ILWU Class-A and registered
casual
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Conclusion
ILWU stance justified as consistent with organizational culture.
Union membership appears to matter:

I ILWU members in relation to matched non-members:
I significantly more likely to report strong opinions about

abstract trade policy issues
I somewhat more skeptical of trade liberalization
I significantly more skeptical of NAFTA

I The more intense the member’s exposure to the union the
greater the support for import restrictions and the lesser the
confidence in NAFTA.
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Appendix
Matching diagnostics
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Appendix
Regression table - Multinomial logit
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Appendix
Regression table - Multinomial logit (reference category: ”favor”)
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Appendix
Regression table - Ordered probit
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Appendix

Distribution of survey responses by ILWU rank/union tenure
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